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For a course that studies architecture, the shift to remote learning due to COVID has eliminated critical on-site lectures that allows students to experience buildings first hand; the ability to feel materials, move through spaces, and connect with other users. On-site sketching and studio-based diagramming are now done in solitude. Once lively, in-person discussion and critiques now occur through the lens of a camera. This seismic change has prompted new pedagogy, methods, and techniques; the adaptation of in-person to online education has radically—and quickly—pushed for inventive teaching and learning possibilities, and challenged a course to expand in unique ways.

The course Concepts in Modern Architecture is a hybrid between a history of modern architecture lecture and an interactive studio. Unlike traditional history courses that discuss many buildings per class, this course delves into two to three buildings per session, allowing the student to develop a deep understanding of the architectural concepts and ideas used. Students form a critical eye with which to analyze buildings and work on original projects that enforce and communicate these ideas. They emerge with
knowledge that speaks to historical references and innovative approaches to design, which ultimately guides them to be stronger designers.

This paper presentation will discuss the author’s new **IDEA Methodology**, which stands for Interact, Draw/Diagram, Engage, Analyze, and how it is used to create a dynamic and engaging virtual course that introduces students to the history of modern architecture, while using studio-based work to reiterate concepts. Now online and synchronous, Concepts in Modern Architecture has been reimagined in a different environment, using a combination of technological and pedagogical tools. This has resulted in a strong learning experience with new ideas that engage the student; many of which will continue in the face-to-face classroom, long after pandemic is over.
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